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Efficient Finite Groups Arising in the Study of
Relative Asphericity
William A. Bogley · Gerald Williams
Abstract We study a class of two-generator two-relator groups, denoted
Jn(m, k), that arise in the study of relative asphericity as groups satisfying a
transitional curvature condition. Particular instances of these groups occur in
the literature as finite groups of intriguing orders. Here we find infinite families
of non-elementary virtually free groups and of finite metabelian non-nilpotent
groups, for which we determine the orders. All Mersenne primes arise as factors
of the orders of the non-metacyclic groups in the class, as do all primes from
other conjecturally infinite families of primes. We classify the finite groups up
to isomorphism and show that our class overlaps and extends a class of groups
F a,b,c with trivalent Cayley graphs that was introduced by C.M.Campbell,
H.S.M.Coxeter, and E.F.Robertson. The theory of cyclically presented groups
informs our methods and we extend part of this theory (namely, on connec-
tions with polynomial resultants) to “bicyclically presented groups” that arise
naturally in our analysis. As a corollary to our main results we obtain new
infinite families of finite metacyclic generalized Fibonacci groups.
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1 Introduction
An abstract presentation for a finite group must have at least as many defin-
ing relations as it has generators. In the limiting case where a finite group
admits a presentation that is balanced, in the sense that the number of defin-
ing relations is equal to the number of generators, the relations interact in
economical and interesting ways to ensure finiteness. These interactions are
manifested in terms of identities among relations [44,46] that in turn give rise
to spherical van Kampen diagrams [20] or, dually, spherical pictures [9]. For
group presentations, whether balanced or not, the term asphericity has been
used in various ways but always refers to the absence of nontrivial identities
among relations. See [20] for a precise discussion. The purpose of this paper
is to demonstrate that interesting groups and presentations occur as aspher-
ical presentations transition to non-aspherical ones by investigating one such
family in detail.
We examine the transition to asphericity in the context of relative pre-
sentations 〈H,y | r〉. Here H is a group, y is a set disjoint from H , and r
is a set of words representing elements in the free product H ∗ F where F
is the free group with basis y. The elements of H that occur in the defin-
ing relations r are the coefficients and the relative presentation defines the
group G = (H ∗ F )/〈r〉, which is the quotient of the free product by the
smallest normal subgroup containing r. Following [8], the cellular model for
〈H,y | r〉 is a relative two-complex (Y,X) where X is a K(H, 1)-complex and
the inclusion X → Y induces the natural homomorphism H → G on funda-
mental groups. Attaching additional higher dimensional cells to account for
proper power relators r = r˙e(r) ∈ r, if any, we obtain an augmented cellular
model M . Motivated by [8, Theorem 4.1], we say that the relative presenta-
tion 〈H,y | r〉 is aspherical if the second relative homotopy group π2(M,X)
is trivial. This formulation of asphericity, which is slightly more general than
that given in [8], is equivalent to saying that the homomorphism H → G is
injective and that M is a K(G, 1)-complex.
The papers [1,2,3,6,8,22,24,26,33,37] all contain detailed classifications
of asphericity as it occurs in classes of one-relator relative presentations of
the form 〈H, y | r〉 where the single relator r has free product length four in
H ∗ 〈y〉. Letting m denote the exponent sum of the letter y in the relator r,
such a relator can be written in the form r = ym−kgykh where k is a non-
zero integer and the coefficients g, h lie in H . The general approach in all of
these papers is to fix m and k and then classify asphericity according to the
occurrences of the coefficients g, h ∈ H . The analyses become increasingly
complex as the sum |m − k| + |k| increases, and there are exceptional cases
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where the asphericity status remains unresolved. Nevertheless, some consistent
themes have emerged. In Theorems A and B of [33,37] it is shown that the
relative presentations considered there are aspherical unless the coefficients
generate a group that is either finite cyclic or else a quotient of a finite triangle
group. The same statement holds true for the cases treated in [6,8,22,24], so
in all these cases a transition from aspherical presentations to non-aspherical
ones occurs when the coefficients generate a group that is either finite cyclic
or else a quotient of a finite triangle group. Further, in the cases considered
in [8],[6],[24],[33], if the coefficients satisfy the positive curvature condition
1/o(g) + 1/o(h) + 1/o(gh−1) > 1 (where h 6= g−1 and o(g) denotes the order
of g in H), then there are constructions of essential spherical pictures that
employ the combinatorial structure of the Platonic solids. See [6, Theorem
4(3)], [8, Theorem 3.4 and Figure 6], [24, Theorem 1.1(a)], [33, Lemma 10,
Lemma 12]. Even simpler constructions apply when g = h [6, page 288], [8,
page 23].
The case where the coefficients generate a finite cyclic group is of general
interest for several reasons. First, when the coefficients of a one-relator rela-
tive presentation generate a finite cyclic group, we are effectively considering
groups that admit (ordinary) two-generator two-relator presentations of the
form 〈t, y | tn,W 〉. If a finite group G admits an m-generator p-relator presen-
tation, then the difference p−m is bounded below by the minimum number
of elements required to generate the Schur multiplicator H2(G,Z) [27]. The
finite group G is efficient if it admits a presentation that realizes this bound.
Thus any finite group that admits a balanced presentation has trivial Schur
multiplicator and is efficient. The first examples of inefficient groups were ex-
hibited in 1965 [47], but there are longstanding and ongoing efforts to identify
classes of efficient finite groups. See e. g. [11] and [34, Chapter III]. Many fi-
nite simple groups are efficient [15] and it has been suggested that the covering
group of every finite simple group should admit a two-generator two-relator
presentation [30,54]. In another direction, there is no known bound on the
derived length for soluble finite groups that admit two-generator two-relator
presentations [31].
A second source of general interest in presentations of the form 〈t, y | tn,W 〉
comes from the study of cyclically presented groups. Let w be a word repre-
senting an element in the free group Fn with basis {x0, . . . , xn−1} and let θ be
the shift automorphism of Fn given by θ(xi) = xi+1 with subscripts modulo
n. The cyclically presented group G = Gn(w) is defined by the presentation
〈x0, x1, . . . , xn−1 | w, θ(w), . . . , θn−1(w)〉 (1)
so the shift defines an automorphism θ ∈ Aut(Gn(w)) of exponent n. It is well-
known that by setting xi = t
iyt−i and tn = 1, the split extension En(w) =
Gn(w)⋊θZn by the cyclic group of order n admits a two-generator two-relator
presentation of the form 〈t, y | tn,W 〉. For the cyclically presented groups
considered in each of [13,14,18,26,36,42,49,53], it is possible to express the
relator W for the split extension as a length four word in the free product
〈t〉 ∗ 〈y〉.
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Fig. 1 Spherical picture over J6(3, 1).
To show that a relative presentation is not aspherical, a direct approach
is to construct a suitable spherical picture representing an essential spherical
map into the cellular model. This requires that certain relations hold amongst
the coefficients. The precise statement is given in [8, (1.5)], but the key point
is that for the purpose of constructing pictures, the more relations, the better.
In particular, the case where the coefficients g, h generate a finite cyclic group
presents many opportunities for these relations to arise. Another way to show
that a relative presentation is not aspherical is to show that the group that
it defines contains an element of finite order that is not conjugate to an ele-
ment of the coefficient group [8, (0.4)]. For a relative presentation of the form
〈H, y | ym−kgykh〉, if g = h−1 has finite order in H , then a suitable power of
ym−k is equal to yk. Barring exceptional circumstances, this means that y is an
element of finite order that is not conjugate to an element of H . Further, when
(m, k) = 1 it follows from a result of Pride [41] that this relative presentation
defines a finite group. We record this known result explicitly in Corollary 3.5.
For relators of the form r = ym−kgykh, these considerations point to a
limiting case where the asphericity status of the relative presentation 〈H,y | r〉
is not obvious. Namely, whenH = 〈g, h〉 is finite cyclic of order n, say, g 6= h±1,
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and 1/o(g) + 1/o(h) + 1/o(gh−1) = 1. If gh−1 does not generate H then both
finite and infinite groups can arise and there are cases where the presentation is
not aspherical and cases where the asphericity status remains unresolved (for
example, case E3 of [6, page 280]), though we do not know of any examples
where the presentation is known to be aspherical. In this paper we consider the
complementary condition, where gh−1 generates H . The only cases that meet
all these requirements are those that satisfy n = 4 and {o(g), o(h)} = {2, 4},
or else n = 6 and {o(g), o(h)} = {2, 3}. This leads to the ordinary group
presentations
Jn(m, k) = 〈t, y | tn, ym−kt3ykt2〉
where n = 4 or 6. There are variations of the Jn(m, k) that also arise along
the transition to asphericity, including the exceptional cases occurring in [6,
22,24,33,37], for which the asphericity status is unresolved. These and other
families of presentations arising within general studies of relative asphericity
are deserving of investigation for their group-theoretic, combinatorial, and
number-theoretic properties. The groups and presentations Jn(m, k) are the
focus of our work in this paper. Our first result is that very few aspherical
relative presentations occur in the situations that we are considering.
Theorem A Let n = 4 or 6 and let g, h be elements of a group H such that
1/o(g)+ 1/o(h) + 1/o(gh−1) = 1 and 〈g, h〉 = 〈gh−1〉 ∼= Zn, h 6= g−1. Given
integers m and k, the following are equivalent:
1. the relative presentation 〈H, y | ym−kgykh〉 is aspherical;
2. m = ±1 and k is congruent to either 0 or m modulo n;
3. for the group G defined by the relative presentation 〈H, y | ym−kgykh〉, the
natural homomorphism H → G is an isomorphism.
Theorem A implies that except for the special cases detailed in condition
A.2, the (ordinary) presentations J4(m, k) and J6(m, k) support non-trivial
identities amongst the relations, and thus nontrivial spherical pictures. With
very few exceptions, e.g. for J6(2,−1) [1, page 71], these pictures are so far
unseen. We give a (relative) spherical picture for J6(3, 1) in Figure 1. Here the
corner labels 2, 3, 2¯, 3¯ correspond to t2, t3, t−2, t−3, respectively, and an empty
corner label corresponds to t0 = 1. Each edge in the picture is implicitly
labelled by y and oriented transversely so that reading clockwise around any
vertex gives (a cyclic permutation of) the relator y2t3yt2 or its inverse. See any
of [6,8,24,33] for details about relative spherical pictures and other examples.
Partial results in the direction of Theorem A were initially obtained using
coset enumerations, which produced the following rather puzzling group order
calculations. As we shall see, these orders grow exponentially with m and,
further, that the presentations are short in the sense of [5].
|J4(4, 1)| = 272 [6, Page 291]
|J4(5, 1)| = 820 [33, Page 186]
|J4(5, 2)| = 500 [33, Page 184]
|J6(3, 1)| = 342 [8, Page 25]
|J6(4, 1)| = 4632 [6, Page 292]
|J6(5, 1)| = 38010 [33, Page 187]
|J6(5, 2)| = 12090 [33, Page 184]
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The next result provides that if m 6= 0 and n = 4 or 6, then the groups
Jn(m, k) are either finite cyclic, finite metacyclic, finite metabelian (and not
metacyclic), or else virtually free and non-elementary. These groups therefore
satisfy a strong form of the Tits alternative. For a group G, G′ denotes the
derived subgroup and G′′ = (G′)′ denotes the second derived subgroup. The
group G is metabelian if G′′ = 1 and it is metacyclic if it has a cyclic normal
subgroup C such that G/C is cyclic.
Theorem B Given n = 4 or 6 and m 6= 0, let J = Jn(m, k).
(a) The metabelian quotient J/J ′′ is finite.
(b) The derived group J ′ is trivial if and only if one of k, m− k, or m− 2k is
congruent to zero modulo nm, in which case J ∼= Znm.
(c) If m and k are relatively prime, then J is metabelian, and hence finite. In
this case if m − 2k 6≡ 0 mod n then J ′ is cyclic and J is metacyclic, and
if m − 2k ≡ 0 mod n then J ′ is the direct product of two cyclic groups of
equal order and J is not metacyclic.
(d) If m and k are not relatively prime and J ′ is non-trivial, then J ′′ is a
finitely generated non-abelian free group, so J is virtually free and non-
elementary.
All of the groups J = Jn(m, k) have cyclic abelianizations, so those that
are non-cyclic are also non-nilpotent. Theorem B(c) validates our general ap-
proach, providing an infinite family of two-generator two-relator finite groups,
which therefore have trivial multiplicator and are efficient. As a further appli-
cation, when n = 4 or 6 and m ≡ ±1 mod n, the group Jn(m, k) contains a
cyclically presented group as a normal subgroup of index n. In this way we
obtain new infinite families of finite generalized Fibonacci groups, all of which
turn out to be metacyclic. See Corollary E in Section 7.
The theory of cyclically presented groups plays a central role in our argu-
ments. Letting ai be the exponent sum of xi in w, the representer polynomial
of w is fw(x) =
∑n−1
i=0 aix
i. As described in [34, pages 77–82], a fundamen-
tal tool in studying cyclically presented groups is the fact that the relation
matrix of the presentation Gn(w) is the circulant matrix C whose first row
is (a0 a1 . . . an−1) and so the abelianization Gn(w)ab is finite if and only
if C is non-singular, in which case its order is |det(C)|. Further, we have
that det(C) =
∏
λn=1 fw(λ) (see, for example, [23, page 75]) so, in particular,
Gn(w)
ab is finite if and only if fw(λ) 6= 0 for each complex nth root of unity λ.
If f, g ∈ Z[x] are polynomials and g is monic, then the resultant Res(f, g)
satisfies
|Res(f(x), g(x))| =
∏
g(λ)=0
|f(λ)| (2)
(see [21, Section 7.4] or [23, page 75]) so when |Gn(w)ab| <∞ we have
|Gn(w)ab| = |Res(fw(x), xn − 1)| =
∏
λn=1
|fw(λ)|. (3)
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We generalize these techniques to a class of bicyclically presented groups (see
Section 4) to calculate the order of the second derived quotients J ′/J ′′ (and
hence the order of J) in terms of polynomial resultants. Note that by replacing
y by y−1, we have Jn(m, k) ∼= Jn(−m,−k), so without loss of generality we
can assume that m ≥ 0. We will also show, in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, that the
parameter k can be taken modulo nm. By Theorem B if n = 4 or 6 the derived
subgroup J ′/J ′′ is finite so we define
an(m, k) = |Jn(m, k)′/Jn(m, k)′′|
and thus |Jn(m, k)| = nman(m, k). It will follow from Corollary 3.3 that if
d = (m, k) ≥ 1 then an(m, k) = dan (m/d, k/d).
Theorem C Suppose that m ≥ 1 and n = 4 or 6. If (m, k) = 1, then
a4(m, k) = |Res(1 + xm − xk, 1 + x2m)| (4)
=
∏
λ2m=−1
|1 + λm − λk|
= 2m + 1− 2(
√
2)m cos((2k −m)π/4)
and
a6(m, k) = |Res(1 + xm + x2m − xk − xm+k, 1 + x3m)| (5)
=
∏
λ3m=−1
|1 + λm + λ2m − λk(1 + λm)|
= 3m + 4m − 2(2
√
3)m cos((2k −m)π/6).
It follows from Theorem C that the squares of all Mersenne primes 2p − 1
occur as particular values of a4(m, k). Theorem 6.1 further implies that for
each Mersenne prime 2p − 1, the elementary abelian group of order (2p − 1)2
occurs amongst our groups J4(m, k)
′. See the discussion following the proof
of Theorem 4.4 for further details. Just as the Mersenne prime conjecture
asserts that there are infinitely many Mersenne primes, it is expected (see [28,
page 418]) that there are infinitely many primes of the form 4p− 3p. It follows
from Theorem C that the squares of each of these primes (with p ≥ 7) occur as
particular values of a6(m, k). Theorem 6.2 further implies that for each prime
of the form 4p − 3p, the elementary abelian group of order (4p − 3p)2 occurs
amongst our groups J6(m, k)
′.
The groups F a,b,c defined by the presentations 〈R,S | R2, RSaRSbRSc〉
first appeared in [11]. Interest in these groups was motivated in part by studies
of 0-symmetric trivalent Cayley graphs. The finite groups of the form F a,b,c
were classified in a series of papers culminating in [32]. For the groups F a,b,c,
a connection to Mersenne primes and to related families of large primes was
described in [40]. The coincidences of the orders of J4(m, k) (as in Theorem C)
and Fm,k,m−k [11, Theorem 7.2] suggested that these groups might be isomor-
phic. Indeed this is the case and so the presentations J4(m, k) provide new and
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(except for the case |m| ≤ 2) shorter presentations for the groups Fm,k,m−k.
Moreover, the connection to trivalent Cayley graphs extends to the groups
J6(m, k).
Theorem 1.1 For allm and k, the group J4(m, k) is isomorphic to F
m,k,m−k.
The group J6(m, k) has a presentation 〈R,S | R2, RSm(RSkRSm−k)2〉.
The fact that finite generalized Fibonacci groups arise as subgroups of certain
groups J4(m, k) reveals a connection between the groups F
a,b,c and generalized
Fibonacci groups that has not previously been noted.
There are many isomorphisms amongst the finite groups Jn(m, k), so we
carefully enumerate the coincidences. The following result implies that when
(m, k) = 1, each group J4(m, k) is isomorphic to J4(m, 1) or J4(m,−1).
Still with (m, k) = 1, each group J6(m, k) is isomorphic to one of J6(m, 1),
J6(m,−1), or J6(m, 3).
Theorem D For n = 4 or 6, let m1,m2 ≥ 1, and let k1, k2 be given so that
each (mi, ki) = 1. Then Jn(m1, k1) ∼= Jn(m2, k2) if and only if m1 = m2 and
either k1 ≡ k2 or k1 + k2 ≡ m1 mod n.
In proving our results for the groups Jn(m, k), we generally handle the
cases n = 4 and n = 6 separately. Nevertheless, in every case the overall
strategy is identical for both families. It is therefore reasonable to expect that
our arguments could be extended to obtain more general results. However, the
complexity of the arguments for the case n = 6 is generally an order of mag-
nitude greater than for n = 4, so generalizations will not be straightforward
or automatic.
We conclude this introduction with an outline of the paper. In Section 2 we
prove Theorem A by first showing that y is an element of order nm in Jn(m, k)
(n = 4 or 6). In Section 3 we obtain bicyclic presentations for the derived
subgroup Jn(m, k)
′ and we show that if (m, k) = 1 then the derived subgroup
is finite abelian and usually cyclic. In Section 4 we generalize (3) to give
a formula for the order of the abelianization of certain bicyclically presented
groups in terms of polynomial resultants. With this we obtain the group orders
given in Theorem C and describe some prime factors of the numbers an(m, k).
In Section 5 we prove the isomorphism theorem, Theorem D, and prove the
connection between the groups Jn(m, k) and the groups F
a,b,c, Theorem 1.1.
Section 6 examines the case where (m, k) = 1 and n is a divisor of m − 2k;
here we show that the derived subgroup Jn(m, k)
′ is the direct product of
two subgroups of equal order, thus completing the proof of Theorem B. In
Section 7 we apply our results to obtain new infinite families of finite metacyclic
generalized Fibonacci groups (Corollary E).
2 Torsion and asphericity
We are interested in the groups Jn(m, k) = 〈t, y | tn, ym−kt3ykt2〉 when n = 4
or 6. The group J = Jn(m, k) abelianizes to J/J
′ ∼= Znm, generated by yJ ′.
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The following conjugacy relations are fundamental to all that follows, and lead
directly to the proof of Theorem A.
Lemma 2.1 The relation t−1ymt = y−kt−1yk holds in the group J4(m, k). In
particular y4m = 1 in J4(m, k), which therefore splits as a semidirect product
J4(m, k) ∼= J4(m, k)′ ⋊ 〈y | y4m〉.
Proof The relation ym−kt3ykt2 = 1 can be rewritten as t2ym = y−kt−3yk
and as ymt3 = ykt−2y−k. Since t4 = 1, this means that t2ym = y−ktyk and
(ymt3)2 = 1. Thus 1 = (ymt3)(ymt3) = ymty−ktykt−1, whence the result.
Lemma 2.2 The relation ymty−m = t−1ymt holds in the group J6(m, k). In
particular y6m = 1 in J6(m, k), which therefore splits as a semidirect product
J6(m, k) ∼= J6(m, k)′ ⋊ 〈y | y6m〉.
The group J6(m, k) admits an expanded presentation
J6(m, k) = 〈t, y | t6, ym−kt3ykt2, ymty−mt−1y−mt, (t2ym)2, y6m〉.
Proof The relation ym−kt3ykt2 = 1 can be rewritten as t2ym = y−kt−3yk and
as ymt3 = ykt−2y−k. Since t6 = 1, this means that (t2ym)2 = 1 and (ymt3)3 =
1. Thus t2ymt2 = y−m and 1 = (ymt3)(ymt3)(ymt3) = ymty−mtymt3 =
ymty−mt−1y−mt, whence the result.
Note in particular that when m 6= 0, the parameter k can be interpreted
modulo |nm|. The next result indicates when the groups Jn(m, k) are abelian.
The converse statement will be proved in Section 4, giving Theorem B(b).
Lemma 2.3 Let n = 4 or 6. If m = 0, or m ≡ k mod nm, or k ≡ 0 mod nm,
or m ≡ 2k mod nm then Jn(m, k) ∼= Znm.
Proof This amounts to showing that Jn(m, k) is abelian under the stated
conditions. Ifm = 0 then Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 show that t = 1 in Jn(m, k) ∼= Z.
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 further imply that we can add the relation ynm = 1 to
the defining relations for Jn(m, k). Therefore if k or m − k is divisible by
nm then the relation ym−kt3ykt2 = 1 implies that Jn(m, k) is cyclic because
t5 = t±1. If m ≡ 2k mod nm, then we have the relation ykt3ykt2 = 1 and so
1 = (ykt2ykt3)(t−2y−kt−3y−k) = ykt2ykty−kt−3y−k. Thus we can further add
the relation ykty−kt−1 = 1. With this, the relation ym−kt3ykt2 = 1 becomes
ymt5 = 1 and again Jn(m, k) is cyclic.
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose that n = 4 or 6 and that g, h ∈ H where 〈g, h〉 ∼=
Zn, h 6= g−1 and 1/o(g) + 1/o(h) + 1/o(gh−1) = 1. Given integers m and k,
let G be the group defined by the relative presentation 〈H, y | ym−kgykh〉.
Either n = 4 and {o(g), o(h)} = {2, 4} or else n = 6 and {o(g), o(h)} = {2, 3}.
In any case, there is a homomorphism J = Jn(m, k) → G that carries the
cyclic subgroup 〈t〉 of J = 〈t, y | tn, ym−kt3ykt2〉 onto the subgroup 〈g, h〉
of H . (For example, if n = 6, o(g) = 3, and o(h) = 2, then map y ∈ J
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to y−1 ∈ G and t ∈ J to gh−1 ∈ H ; the word ym−kt3ykt2 then maps to
y−(m−k)h−1y−kg−1 = (gykhym−k)−1 = 1 in G.)
Assume now that the relative presentation 〈H, y | ym−kgykh〉 is aspherical.
This implies that the natural homomorphism H → G is injective and so the
fact that the elements g and h have distinct orders in H implies that m 6= 0.
With this, the element t has order exactly n in J and the cyclic subgroup 〈t〉 of
J maps isomorphically onto 〈g, h〉 ≤ H . Thus we have a decomposition of G as
a free product amalgamated over a cyclic group of order n:G ∼= H∗〈g,h〉=〈t〉J =
H ∗Zn J . Now asphericity further implies that each finite subgroup of G is
conjugate to a subgroup of H [8, (0.4)] and so each finite subgroup of J is
therefore conjugate to a subgroup of 〈t〉 ∼= Zn. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, the
element y has order precisely |nm| in J , so we conclude that m = ±1. Further,
in the presentation for J = Jn(m, k) = 〈t, y | tn, ym−kt3ykt2〉, we can interpret
the parameter k modulo n, so we are left to consider the groups J4(±1, k) for
k = 0, 1, 2, 3 and J6(±1, k) for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. These groups are all finite
(e.g. using computer-assisted coset enumeration [29]), having orders n, 20, 42,
or 78, and the order is n precisely when k ≡ 0 or m modulo n. Therefore, if
〈H, y | ym−kgykh〉 is aspherical, then m = ±1 and k is congruent to either 0
or m modulo n.
Next, if m = ±1 and k is congruent to either 0 or m modulo n, then the
previous remarks show that the natural map Zn ∼= 〈t〉 → J is an isomorphism,
and hence the natural map of H into G ∼= H ∗Zn J is an isomorphism.
Finally, suppose that H → G is an isomorphism. The fact that g, h 6= 1 in
G implies that t 6= 1 in J , so that m 6= 0 and G ∼= H ∗Zn J as before. Because
G = H we have J = Zn and so m = ±1 and k ≡ 0 or m as before. Let Z be a
K(Zn, 1)-complex with two-skeleton modeled on the presentation 〈t | tn〉 for
Zn and letW = Z∨S1y ∪c2 be obtained by attaching a two-cell with boundary
representing the word ym−kt3ykt2. Thus by hypothesis Zn ∼= π1(Z)→ π1(W )
is an isomorphism. Let X be a K(H, 1)-complex containing Z as a subcomplex
and let Y = X ∪W so that X ∩W = Z. Since the relator r = ym−kgykh is
not a proper power, it is necessary and sufficient to prove that Y is aspherical.
Consider the two-cell of W −Z. Because n = 4 or 6, m = ±1, and k ≡ 0 or m
modulo n, in the presence of the relation tn = 1, the attaching map for this
two-cell is freely homotopic (in Z∪W (1)) to one modeled on the word yt±1. Up
to homotopy, the inclusion of Z inW is therefore an elementary expansion and
in particular a homotopy equivalence. Thus W is aspherical. Given this, the
union Y = X ∪Z W is the union of two aspherical complexes with aspherical
intersection. Since the inclusions of Z in X and in W both induce injective
homomorphisms on their fundamental groups, Y is aspherical by a theorem of
J. H. C. Whitehead [51]. Thus the relative presentation 〈H, y | ym−kgykh〉 is
aspherical, which completes the proof of Theorem A.
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3 The derived subgroup Jn(m, k)
′
We now show that for n = 4 or 6 the group Jn(m, k)
′ has finite abelianization.
Together with the fact that Jn(m, k)
ab ∼= Znm this proves Theorem B(a).
The cases n = 4 and 6 are handled separately. The group Jn(m, k)
′ is trivial
if m = 0, by Lemma 2.3 and since Jn(m, k) ∼= Jn(−m,−k) we can assume
m ≥ 1.
Theorem 3.1 Ifm ≥ 1 then the derived subgroup J4(m, k)′ has a presentation
〈x0, . . . , x4m−1 | xixi+mx−1i+k, xixi+mxi+2mxi+3m (0 ≤ i < 4m)〉 (6)
and has finite abelianization.
Proof Let J = J4(m, k). Adding the relation y
4m = 1 (Lemma 2.1) and using
t4 = 1 to rewrite ym−kt3ykt2 = 1 as ym−kt−1ykt2 = 1, the presentation (6) of
J ′ arises via a straightforward application of the Reidemeister-Schreier process.
This presentation shows that J ′ is a homomorphic image of the cyclically
presented group G = G4m(x0xmx
−1
k ) and so J/J
′ is a homomorphic image of
G/G′, which is finite [52, Theorem 4].
A quick proof that G/G′ is finite uses the representer polynomial fw(x) =
1+xm−xk. It suffices to show that if λ is a 4m-th root of unity, then fw(λ) 6= 0.
Given λ4m = 1, the quantity ζ = λm is a fourth root of unity, so the argument
proceeds in cases. If ζ = 1, then fw(λ) = 1 6= 0. If ζ = −1, then fw(λ) =
−λk 6= 0. If ζ = ±i, then fw(λ) = 1 ± i − λk. This last quantity is non-zero
because 1± i 6= λk due to the fact that these numbers have different complex
moduli: |1± i| = √2 6= 1 = |λk|.
Theorem 3.2 Ifm ≥ 1 then the derived subgroup J6(m, k)′ has a presentation
〈
x0, . . . , x6m−1
∣∣∣xixi+mxi+2m(xi+kxi+m+k)−1,
xixi+mxi+2mxi+3mxi+4mxi+5m (0 ≤ i < 6m)
〉
(7)
and has finite abelianization.
Proof Let J = J6(m, k). Adding the relation y
6m = 1 (Lemma 2.2), a straight-
forward application of the Reidemeister-Schreier process yields a presentation
J ′ =
〈
x0, . . . , x6m−1
∣∣∣xixi+mxi+2mxi+3m+kxi+4m+k,
xixi+mxi+2mxi+3mxi+4mxi+5m (0 ≤ i < 6m)
〉
for the derived subgroup.
In the presence of the relations xixi+mxi+2mxi+3mxi+4mxi+5m = 1 the
relations xixi+mxi+2mxi+3m+kxi+4m+k = 1 are equivalent to xixi+mxi+2m =
xi+kxi+m+k (0 ≤ i < 6m) and so we obtain the presentation (7). This pre-
sentation shows that J ′ is a homomorphic image of the cyclically presented
group G = G6m(x0xmx2m(xkxm+k)
−1) and so J/J ′ is a homomorphic image
of G/G′, which is finite [19, Theorem 5.1].
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A quick proof that G/G′ is finite uses the representer polynomial
fw(x) = 1 + x
m + x2m − xk − xm+k.
It suffices to show that if λ is a 6m-th root of unity, then fw(λ) 6= 0. Given
λ6m = 1, the quantity ζ = λm is a sixth root of unity, so we argue in cases.
If ζ = 1, then fw(λ) = 3 − 2λk 6= 0. The fact that 3 6= 2λk is due to the fact
that these two numbers have different complex moduli: |2λk| = 2 6= 3 = |3|. If
ζ = −1, then fw(λ) = 1 6= 0. If ζ3 = 1 and ζ 6= 1, then fw(λ) = −λk(1+ζ) 6= 0
because 1 + ζ = −ζ2 6= 0. And finally, if ζ3 = −1 and ζ 6= −1, 0 = ζ3 + 1 =
(ζ+1)(ζ2−ζ+1) so ζ2 = ζ−1; thus fw(λ) = 2ζ−λk(1+ζ). This last quantity
is non-zero because if ζ is a primitive sixth root of unity, then 2ζ and λk(1+ζ)
have different complex moduli: |λk(1 + ζ)| = √3 6= 2 = |2ζ|.
Corollary 3.3 If n = 4 or 6 and d = (m, k), then Jn(m, k)
′ is the free product
of d copies of Jn(m/d, k/d)
′.
Proof As in, for example, [25], the presentations (6), (7) decompose into d
disjoint subpresentations of recognizable type.
We now focus on the case (m, k) = 1. Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 will show that
Jn(m, k)
′ is finite and abelian. Together with Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, this shows
that Jn(m, k) is metabelian. We also show that if m − 2k 6≡ 0 mod n then
Jn(m, k)
′ is cyclic. To complete the proof of Theorem B(c) it will remain to
address the case m − 2k ≡ 0 mod n, which we postpone until Section 6. To
begin, recall the following.
Lemma 3.4 If (r, s) = 1 and n ≥ 1, then Gn(xr0x−s1 ) ∼= Zα where α =
|rn − sn|. Any of the elements xi (0 ≤ i < n) can serve as a sole generator.
Proof The isomorphism G = Gn(x
r
0x
−s
1 )
∼= Zα is noted without proof in [41,
page 248]. We include a proof for completeness. Using
xr
n
i = x
srn−1
i+1 = · · · = xs
n−1r
i+n−1 = x
sn
i
it follows that xαi = 1 for all i. Choosing integers a, b so that r
na+ sb = 1, we
have
xi+1 = x
rna+sb
i+1 = x
sna+sb
i+1 = x
s(sn−1a+b)
i+1 = x
r(sn−1a+b)
i .
This implies that G is cyclic, generated by any of the xi. Letting µ = r(s
n−1a+
b), an isomorphism G→ Zα maps xi to µi modulo α. This is because µn ≡ 1
mod α:
µn = rn(sn−1a+ b)n
= rn
(
sn−1a+
1− arn
s
)n
= rn
(sna+ 1− arn)n
sn
≡ (1− a(rn − sn))n mod α
≡ 1 mod α,
whence the result.
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Corollary 3.5 Suppose H ∼= Zn and g, h generate H with g = h−1. If (m, k) =
1 then the group G defined by the relative presentation 〈y,H | ym−kgykh〉 is
finite of order n|(m− k)n − kn|.
Proof If (m, k) = 1 then the lemma implies thatGn(x
m−k
0 x
−k
1 )
∼= Z|(m−k)n−kn|
and thus its Zn-extension 〈y, t | tn, ym−ktykt−1〉 (which is isomorphic to G) is
finite of order |(m− k)n − kn|.
Theorem 3.6 If m 6= 0 and (m, k) = 1, then J4(m, k)′ is finite and abelian.
If m − 2k 6≡ 0 mod 4 then J4(m, k)′ is cyclic and if m − 2k ≡ 0 mod 4
then J4(m, k)
′ is generated by x0, xm of the presentation (6) and the relations
x2i = xi+2k−m hold (0 ≤ i < 4m).
Proof As before, assume that m ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ k < 4m. Setting J = J4(m, k),
Theorem 3.1 provides that J ′/J ′′ is finite and that J ′ has the presentation (6).
We refine this presentation as follows. For all i, 1 = (xixi+m)(xi+2mxi+3m) =
xi+kx2m+k and so re-indexing we can add the relations xixi+2m = 1 (0 ≤ i <
4m). In addition, 1 = xixi+mxi+2mxi+3m = xixi+mx
−1
i x
−1
i+m (0 ≤ i < 4m).
Thus
xi+m+k = xi+mxi+2m = xi+mx
−1
i
and hence xi+m+kxi+k = (xi+mx
−1
i )(xixi+m) = x
2
i+m. Re-indexing, this gives
x2i = xi+kxi−m+k = xi−m+kxi+k = xi+2k−m
for 0 ≤ i < 4m. Thus J ′ has a presentation
J ′ =
〈
x0, . . . , x4m−1
∣∣∣xixi+m = xi+k, [xi, xi+m] = 1,
xixi+2m = 1, x
2
i = xi+2k−m (0 ≤ i < 4m)
〉
.
Let δ = (m− 2k, 4m). Using Lemma 3.4, the relations x2i = xi+2k−m (0 ≤ i <
4m) imply that if i ≡ j mod δ, then xi and xj each generate the same cyclic
subgroup of finite order in J ′. In particular, each of xi and xj is expressible
as a power of the other. If m is odd then δ = 1 so each xi can be expressed as
a power of x0 so J4(m, k)
′ is cyclic. If m ≡ 0 mod 4 then δ = 2 and k is odd,
thus each xi (i even) can be expressed as a power of x0, and each xi (i odd)
can be expressed as a power of xk; since also xk = x0xm we have that xk is a
power of x0, so J4(m, k)
′ is cyclic.
Assume then that m − 2k ≡ 0 mod 4 and let A be the subgroup of J ′
generated by x0 and xm. The relations xixi+2m = 1 and [xi, xi+m] = 1 imply
that A is abelian and contains the elements x0, xm, x2m, and x3m. It suffices
to show that J ′ = A.
We now have that 4|δ so gcd(m, δ) = 2 so mZ+ δZ = 2Z. This means that
each even number i is congruent to a multiple of m modulo δ and so, when i
is even then xi is in the subgroup A generated by x0 and xm. Now m is even
and k is odd, so the relations xi = xi−kxi+m−k show that if i is odd, then xi
is a product of generators with even index, and so xi ∈ A.
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In the casem−2k ≡ 0 mod 4, we will show (in Theorem 6.1) that J4(m, k)′
is the direct product of two cyclic groups of equal order.
Theorem 3.7 If m 6= 0 and (m, k) = 1, then J6(m, k)′ is finite and abelian,
and has the presentation
J ′ =
〈
x0, . . . , x6m−1
∣∣∣x2i = xi+k−mxi+k, xixi+2m = xi+m, [xi, xi+m],
x3i = x
4
i+m−2k (0 ≤ i < 6m)
〉
. (8)
If m − 2k 6≡ 0 mod 6 then J6(m, k)′ is cyclic and if m − 2k ≡ 0 mod 6 then
J6(m, k)
′ is generated by x0 and xm.
Proof As before, assume that m ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ k < 6m. Setting J = J6(m, k),
by Theorem 3.2 we know that J ′/J ′′ is finite. Using the expanded presentation
for J in Lemma 2.2, an application of the Reidemeister-Schreier process yields
a presentation for J ′ with generators xi = yity−(i+m) (0 ≤ i < 6m) and
defining relations as follows.
xixi+mxi+2mxi+3mxi+4mxi+5m = 1, (9)
xixi+mxi+2mxi+3m+kxi+4m+k = 1, (10)
xixi+2mx
−1
i+m = 1, (11)
xixi+mxi+3mxi+4m = 1. (12)
We begin with a series of refinements to this presentation. Using (9), the
relations (10) are equivalent to xixi+mxi+2m = xi+kxi+m+k. Using (11), the
relations (12) are equivalent to xixi+2mxi+4m = 1 and then again to xixi+3m =
1, at which point the relations (9) become redundant:
(xixi+mxi+2m)(xi+3mxi+4mxi+5m) = xi+k(xi+m+kxi+3m+k)xi+4m+k
= xi+kxi+2m+kxi+4m+k
= xi+kxi+3m+k = 1.
Therefore
J ′ =
〈
x0, . . . , x6m−1
∣∣∣xixi+mxi+2m = xi+kxi+m+k,
xixi+2m = xi+m, xixi+3m = 1 (0 ≤ i < 6m)
〉
.
Next, xi+2m = xi+mxi+3m = xi+mx
−1
i so xixi+2m = xi+m = xi+2mxi and so
xi centralizes xi+2m. Thus we have that xi+2mxi+3m = xi+2mx
−1
i = x
−1
i xi+2m
= xi+3mxi+2m and hence after re-indexing [xi, xi+m] = 1 for 0 ≤ i < 6m.
Using [xi, xi+m] = 1, the relations xixi+mxi+2m = xi+kxi+m+k are equiv-
alent to xixi+2mxi+m = xi+kxi+m+k and thence, using xixi+2m = xi+m,
to x2i+m = xi+kxi+m+k. Further, xixi+2m = xi+m implies xixi+2mxi+3m =
xi+mxi+3m = xi+2m so the relations [xi, xi+m] = 1 imply xixi+3m = 1. There-
fore
J ′ =
〈
x0, . . . , x6m−1
∣∣∣x2i = xi+k−mxi+k, xixi+2m = xi+m,
[xi, xi+m] = 1 (0 ≤ i < 6m)
〉
.
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A further family of relations arises from the fact that
x4i+m−2k = (x
2
i+m−2k)
2 = (xi−kxi+m−k)2 = x2i−kx
2
i+m−k
= (xi−mxi)(xixi+m) = x2ixi−mxi+m = x
3
i .
We have now reached our first goal, which is the presentation (8) for the
derived subgroup. Let δ = (m − 2k, 6m). Using Lemma 3.4, the relations
x3i = x
4
i+m−2k imply that if i ≡ j mod δ, then xi and xj each generate the
same cyclic subgroup of finite order in J ′. In particular, each of xi and xj is
expressible as a power of the other.
If m 6≡ 2k mod 6 then δ = 1, 2, 3 or 4. If δ = 1 then each generator can be
expressed as a power of x0 so J
′ is cyclic. Suppose δ = 2. Then m is even and
k,m−k are odd. Each xi (i even) can be expressed as power of x0 and each xi (i
odd) can be expressed as power of x1. We have the relation x
2
1 = x1+k−mx1+k
and since x1+k−m, x1+k are powers of x0, so is x21. The relation x
3
1 = x
4
1+m−2k
gives that x31 is a power of x
2
1 and so it is a power of x0. Thus x1 = x
3
1x
−2
1 is
a power of x0 and hence J
′ is cyclic.
Suppose δ = 4. Then m ≡ 2 mod 4 and k is odd. Each xi (i ≡ 0 mod 4) is
a power of x0, each xi (i ≡ 1 mod 4) is a power of x1, each xi (i ≡ 2 mod 4)
is a power of x2 and each xi (i ≡ 3 mod 4) is a power of x3. We have the
relation x2−mx2+m = x2, and since x2−m, x2+m are powers of x0, so is x2.
Similarly x3 is a power of x1. We have the relation x1+k−mx1+k = x21, and since
x1+k−m, x1+k are powers of x0, so is x21. We have the relation x
3
1 = x
4
1+m−k,
and since x1+m−k is a power of x1 we have that x31 is a power of x
2
1 and so it
is a power of x0. Thus x1 = x
3
1x
−2
1 is a power of x0 and hence J
′ is cyclic.
Suppose then that δ = 3. Then since (m, k) = 1 we have that 3 does not
divide m, so m ≡ ǫ mod 3 (ǫ = ±1), and hence k ≡ 2ǫ mod 3, m − k ≡
2ǫ mod 3. Each xi (i ≡ 0 mod 3) is a power of x0, each xi (i ≡ ǫ mod 3)
is a power of xǫ, each xi (i ≡ 2ǫ mod 3) is a power of x2ǫ. The relations
x0xm = x
2
m−k and x0x2m = xm imply x
2
0x2m = x
2
m−k so x
2
0 = x
2
m−kx
−1
2m,
and since xm−k, x2m are powers of x2ǫ, so is x20. We have x
3
0 = x
4
m−2k and
since xm−2k is a power of x0 we have that x30 is a power of x
2
0, and hence it
is a power of x2ǫ. Thus x0 = x
3
0x
−2
0 is a power of x2ǫ. We have the relation
xǫ−mxǫ = x2ǫ−k so xǫ = x
−1
ǫ−mx
2
ǫ−k, and since xǫ−m, xǫ−k are powers of x2ǫ we
have that xǫ is a power of x2ǫ. Thus x0, xǫ are powers of x2ǫ and hence J
′ is
cyclic.
Assume then that m − 2k ≡ 0 mod 6 and let A be the subgroup of J ′
generated by x0 and xm. The relations xixi+2m = xi+m and [xi, xi+m] = 1
imply that A is abelian and contains the elements x0, xm, x2m, x3m, x4m, and
x5m. It suffices to show that J
′ = A.
We now have that δ = 6 or 12 and gcd(m, δ) = 2. Thus mZ + δZ = 2Z.
This means that each even number i is congruent to a multiple of m modulo δ
and so as before, if i is even then xi is in the subgroup A generated by x0 and
xm. Now m is even and k is odd, so the relations x
2
i = xi+k−mxi+k show that
if i is odd, then x2i is a product of generators with even index, and so x
2
i ∈ A.
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At this point we also know that the element x2i+m−2k lies in A. Thus, we have
x3i = x
4
i+m−2k = (x
2
i+m−2k)
2 ∈ A
and so both x2i and x
3
i , and hence xi, are in the subgroup A, as required.
Since J6(m, k)
′ is generated by x0, xm, setting yi = xim (0 ≤ i < 6), we
have that it is also generated by the yi and that the relations yiyi+2 = yi+1
hold (for 0 ≤ i < 6). Therefore J6(m, k)′ is a quotient of the Sieradski group
S(2, 6) = G6(y0y2y
−1
1 ), introduced in [45], and which is an infinite metabelian
group that abelianizes to Z ⊕ Z ([50]). In the case m − 2k ≡ 0 mod 6, we
will show (in Theorem 6.2) that J6(m, k)
′ is the direct product of two cyclic
groups of equal order.
We can now prove Theorem B(d).
Proof of Theorem B(d) Let d = (m, k) > 1. By Corollary 3.3, J ′ is the free
product of d copies of Jn(m/d, k/d)
′ which by Theorems 3.1,3.2,3.6, and 3.7
is a non-trivial, finite, abelian group A. The derived subgroup J ′′ is therefore
a finitely generated free group. By [4, Theorem 1] the rank of J ′′ is equal to
1− d|A|d−1 + d|A|d − |A|d. (This can also be proved directly using a standard
argument using covering spaces and Euler characteristics.) Since d > 1 and
|A| > 1, to show that J ′′ is non-abelian it is enough to show that |A| 6= 2. This
follows from the fact that Jn(m/d, k/d) is non-abelian: if A = Jn(m/d, k/d)
′
were cyclic of order two, then by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, Jn(m/k, k/d) = A ⋊
Znm/d would be abelian because the cyclic group of order two has no non-
identity automorphism.
4 Cyclically presented groups and the order of (Jn(m,k)
′)ab
The presentations (6),(7) suggest generalizing the concept of cyclically pre-
sented groups, defined at (1), to bicyclically presented groups Gr(w, v) defined
by the presentation
〈x0, . . . , xr−1 | w, θ(w), . . . , θr−1(w), v, θ(v), . . . , θr−1(v)〉.
For n ≥ 2 and even set
wn(m, k) =

n/2−1∏
α=0
xαm



n/2−2∏
α=0
xk+αm


−1
,
vn(m) =
n−1∏
α=0
xαm,
un(m) = x0xnm/2.
Then for n = 4 or 6 the presentations (6),(7) give
Jn(m, k)
′ = Gnm(wn(m, k), vn(m)).
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Lemma 4.1 For arbitrary integers n,m, k where m > 0 and n ≥ 2 is even we
have
Gnm(wn(m, k), vn(m))
ab ∼= Gnm(wn(m, k), un(m))ab. (13)
Proof Let w = wn(m, k), v = vn(m),
Ri =

n/2−1∏
α=0
xi+αm



n/2−2∏
α=0
xi+k+αm


−1
, Si =
n−1∏
α=0
xi+αm
(with subscripts taken as integers). Then
Gnm(w, v)
ab = 〈x0, . . . , xnm−1 | Ri, Si (0 ≤ i < nm)〉ab
(where the subscripts of generators appearing in Ri, Si are taken mod nm).
Now
n/2−2∏
α=0
xi+k+αm =
n/2−1∏
α=0
xi+αm using relator Ri
=

 n−1∏
α=n/2
xi+αm


−1
using relator Si
=

 n−2∏
α=n/2
xi+k+αm


−1
using relator Ri+nm/2
i.e.
n/2−2∏
α=0
xi+αm =

 n−2∏
α=n/2
xi+αm


−1
.
Therefore
1 =
n−1∏
α=0
xi+αm by Si
=

n/2−2∏
α=0
xi+αm

(xi+(n/2−1)m)

 n−2∏
α=n/2
xi+αm

(xi+(n−1)m)
=

 n−2∏
α=n/2
xi+αm


−1 (
xi+(n/2−1)m
) n−2∏
α=n/2
xi+αm

(xi+(n−1)m)
=
(
xi+(n/2−1)m
) (
xi+(n−1)m
)
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i.e. xi+(n/2−1)mxi+(n−1)m = 1 or equivalently xixi+nm/2 = 1. Thus
Gnm(w, v)
ab = 〈x0, . . . , xnm−1 | Ri, Si, xixi+nm/2 (0 ≤ i < nm)〉ab
= 〈x0, . . . , xnm−1 | Ri,
n−1∏
α=0
xi+αm, xixi+nm/2 (0 ≤ i < nm)〉ab
=
〈
x0, . . . , xnm−1
∣∣∣Ri,∏n/2−1α=0 xi+αmxi+(α+n/2)m,
xixi+nm/2 (0 ≤ i < nm)
〉ab
= 〈x0, . . . , xnm−1 | Ri, xixi+nm/2 (0 ≤ i < nm)〉ab
= Gnm(w, un(m))
ab
as required.
We now extend the formula (3) for the order of the abelianization of a
cyclically presented group to that of a bicyclically presented group of the form
Gnm(w, un(m)) for an arbitrary word w.
Theorem 4.2 Let m,n ≥ 1, where n is even, and let Fnm denote the free
group on generators x0, . . . , xnm−1. If w is any word in Fnm and u = un(m) =
x0xnm/2 then Gnm(w, u)
ab is finite if and only if Res(fw(x), fu(x)) 6= 0 in
which case
|Gnm(w, u)|ab = |Res(fw(x), fu(x))| =
∏
λnm/2=−1
|fw(λ)|.
Proof For each 0 ≤ i < nm let ai denote the exponent sum of generator xi in
the word w. Then (with subscripts mod n) we have
Gnm(w, u)
ab = 〈x0, . . . , xnm−1 | w(xi, . . . , xi+n−1), xixi+nm/2 (0 ≤ i < nm)〉ab
= 〈x0, . . . , xnm−1 | xa0i . . . xanm−1i+nm−1, xixi+nm/2 (0 ≤ i < nm)〉ab
=
〈
x0, . . . , xnm−1
∣∣∣ (xa0i . . . xanm/2−1i+nm/2−1)(xanm/2i+nm/2 . . . xanm−1i+nm−1),
xixi+nm/2 (0 ≤ i < nm)
〉ab
=
〈
x0, . . . , xnm−1
∣∣∣ (xa0i . . . xanm/2−1i+nm/2−1)(x−anm/2i . . . x−anm−1i+nm−1),
xixi+nm/2 (0 ≤ i < nm)
〉ab
=
〈
x0, . . . , xnm−1
∣∣∣xa0−anm/2i . . . xanm/2−1−anm−1i+nm/2−1 ,
xixi+nm/2 (0 ≤ i < nm)
〉ab
= 〈x0, . . . , xnm−1 | xb0i . . . x
bnm/2−1
i+nm/2−1, xixi+nm/2 (0 ≤ i < nm)〉ab
where bi = ai − ai+nm/2 for each 0 ≤ i < nm/2.
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Let w˜ = w˜(x0, . . . , xnm−1) = xb00 . . . x
bnm/2−1
nm/2−1. Then fw(x) =
∑nm−1
i=0 aix
i,
fw˜(x) =
∑nm/2−1
i=0 bix
i so up to sign, by (2), we have
Res(fw, fu) = Res
(
nm−1∑
i=0
aix
i, 1 + xnm/2
)
=
∏
λmn/2=−1
(
nm−1∑
i=0
aiλ
i
)
=
∏
λmn/2=−1

nm/2−1∑
i=0
aiλ
i +
nm/2−1∑
j=0
aj+nm/2λ
j+nm/2


=
∏
λmn/2=−1

nm/2−1∑
i=0
aiλ
i + λnm/2
nm/2−1∑
j=0
aj+nm/2λ
j


=
∏
λmn/2=−1

nm/2−1∑
i=0
aiλ
i + (−1)
nm/2−1∑
i=0
ai+nm/2λ
i


=
∏
λmn/2=−1

nm/2−1∑
i=0
(ai − ai+nm/2)λi


= Res

nm/2−1∑
i=0
(ai − ai+nm/2)xi, 1 + xnm/2


= Res

nm/2−1∑
i=0
bix
i, 1 + xnm/2


= Res(fw˜, fu).
If bi = 0 for all 0 ≤ i < nm/2 then Gnm(w, u)ab ∼= Znm/2 and Res(fw, fu) =
Res(fw˜, fu) = Res(0, fu) = 0 so the theorem holds in this case. Suppose then
that bj 6= 0 for some 0 ≤ j < nm/2. By subtracting j from the subscripts of the
generators xi (mod nm) we may assume that b0 6= 0. Let d = max{i | bi 6= 0}
then fw˜(x) =
∑nm/2−1
i=0 bix
i =
∑d
i=0 bix
i is a polynomial of degree d < nm/2
and w˜ = w˜(x0, . . . , xd) = x
b0
0 . . . x
bd
d . Then (with subscripts mod nm) we have
Gnm(w˜, u)
ab = 〈x0, . . . , xnm−1 | xb0i . . . xbdi+d, xixi+nm/2 (0 ≤ i < nm)〉ab
=
〈
x0, . . . , xnm−1
∣∣∣∣∣
xb0i . . . x
bd
i+d (0 ≤ i < nm/2),
xb0β . . . x
bd
β+d (nm/2 ≤ β < nm),
xj = x
−1
j+nm/2 (0 ≤ j < nm/2)
〉ab
=
〈
x0, . . . , xnm−1
∣∣∣∣∣
xb0i . . . x
bd
i+d (0 ≤ i < nm/2),
x−b0β−nm/2 . . . x
−bd
β+d−nm/2 (nm/2 ≤ β < nm),
xj = x
−1
j+nm/2 (0 ≤ j < nm/2)
〉ab
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=
〈
x0, . . . , xnm−1
∣∣∣∣∣
xb0i . . . x
bd
i+d (0 ≤ i < nm/2),
x−b0i . . . x
−bd
i+d (0 ≤ i < nm/2),
xj = x
−1
j+nm/2 (0 ≤ j < nm/2)
〉ab
=
〈
x0, . . . , xnm−1
∣∣∣xb0i . . . xbdi+d (0 ≤ i < nm/2)
xj = x
−1
j+nm/2 (0 ≤ j < nm/2)
〉ab
. (14)
Since all subscripts are less than nm we can now take them as integers (rather
than reduced modulo some base), and we shall do so throughout the rest of
the proof. Using the relations xd = x
−1
d+nm/2, . . . , xnm/2−1 = x
−1
nm−1 we may
eliminate generators xd+nm/2, . . . , xnm−1 to get the (d + nm/2)-generator,
(d+ nm/2)-relator presentation
Gnm(w˜, u)
ab =
〈
x0, . . . , xd+nm/2−1
∣∣∣xb0i . . . xbdi+d (0 ≤ i < nm/2),
xj = x
−1
j+nm/2 (0 ≤ j < d)
〉ab
. (15)
Since we have fw˜(x) =
∑d
i=0 bix
i is of degree d and fu(x) = 1 + x
nm/2 is of
degree nm/2 we have that deg(fw˜)+deg(fu) = d+nm/2. Then we see that the
relation matrix of the presentation (15) is the (d+nm/2)×(d+nm/2) Sylvester
matrix S = Syl(fw˜, fu) so det(S) = Res(fw, fu) and the result follows.
Using Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, in order to calculate |(Jn(m, k)′)ab| as
in Theorem C we must calculate the resultants Res(fw(x), 1 + x
nm/2) where
w = wn(m, k), which we now do in Theorem 4.4. For use in Corollary 4.5
we also calculate the resultants Res(fw(x), 1 − xnm/2). We shall require the
following well known result on resultants (see for example [38, Lemma 2.1]).
Proposition 4.3 If (n, k) = 1 then Res(αxk − β, xn − 1) = βn − αn.
We now give the required resultants.
Theorem 4.4 Let
fw(x) =
n/2−1∑
i=0
xim −
n/2−2∑
i=0
xk+im
and assume (m, k) = 1.
(a) If n = 4 then
(i) |Res(fw(x), xnm/2 + 1)| = 2m + 1− 2(
√
2)m cos((2k −m)π/4);
(ii) |Res(fw(x), xnm/2 − 1)| = 2m − 1.
(b) If n = 6 then
(i) |Res(fw(x), xnm/2 + 1)| = 3m + 4m − 2(2
√
3)m cos((m− 2k)π/6);
(ii) |Res(fw(x), xnm/2 − 1)| = 3m − 2m.
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Proof Throughout this proof, for N ≥ 1 we shall write ζN to denote e2π
√−1/N .
By (2) we have
|Res(fw(x), 1 + xnm/2)| =
∏
λnm/2=−1
|fw(λ)| =
∏
λm=ζin,
i odd
|fw(λ)| =
n−1∏
i=0,
i odd
|Pi|
and
|Res(fw(x), 1 − xnm/2)| =
∏
λnm/2=1
|fw(λ)| =
∏
λm=ζin,
i even
|fw(λ)| =
n−1∏
i=0,
i even
|Pi|
where Pi =
∏
λm=ζin
fw(λ).
Note that if λm = 1 then fw(λ) = (n/2− (n/2− 1)λk) so
|P0| =
∣∣∣∣∣
∏
λm=1
(
n/2− (n/2− 1)λk)
∣∣∣∣∣
= |Res((n/2− 1)xk − n/2, xm − 1)|
= |(n/2− 1)m − (n/2)m|
by Proposition 4.3. Further, if λm = −1 then fw(λ) = −λk if n/2 is even and
fw(λ) = 1 if n/2 is odd. Either way this gives
Pn/2 =
∏
λm=−1
fw(λ) = ±1.
(a)(i) We have |Res(fw(x), 1 + x2m)| = |P1P3| = |P1P−1| and
P1 =
∏
λm=ζ4
(
(1 + i)− λk) ,
P−1 =
∏
λm=ζ−1
4
(
(1− i)− λk) .
Now λm = ζ4 if and only if λ = ζ
1+4q
4m (0 ≤ q < m) so
P1 =
m−1∏
q=0
(
(1 + i)− ζk4m(ζk4m)4q
)
=
m−1∏
q=0
(
(1 + i)− ζk4m(ζkm)q
)
= Res(ζk4mx− (1 + i), xm − 1)
= (1 + i)m − (ζk4m)m by Proposition 4.3
= (1 + i)m − ζk4
= (ζ8
√
2)m − ζk4 .
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Similarly P−1 = (ζ−18
√
2)m − ζ−k4 so
P1P−1 = 2m − (
√
2)m(ζm8 ζ
−k
4 + ζ
−m
8 ζ
k
4 ) + 1
= 2m + 1− (
√
2)m(ζm−2k8 + ζ
−(m−2k)
8 )
= 2m + 1− (
√
2)m2 cos((2k −m)π/4).
(ii) We have |Res(fw(x), 1− x2m)| = |P0P2| and we have shown |P0| = 2m− 1
and |P2| = 1 so we are done.
(b)(i) We have |Res(fw(x), 1 + x3m)| = |P1P3P5| = |P1P5| = |P1P−1| (since
P3 = ±1) and
P1 =
∏
λm=ζ6
(
1 + ζ6 + ζ
2
6 − λk(1 + ζ6)
)
,
P−1 =
∏
λm=ζ−1
6
(
1 + ζ−16 + ζ
−2
6 − λk(1 + ζ−16 )
)
.
Now λm = ζ6 if and only if λ = ζ
1+6q
6m (0 ≤ q < m) so
P1 =
m−1∏
q=0
(
1 + ζ6 + ζ
2
6 − (ζk6m)1+6q(1 + ζ6)
)
=
m−1∏
q=0
(
2ζ6 − (ζk6m)1+6q(1 + ζ6)
)
,
P−1 =
m−1∏
q=0
(
1 + ζ−16 + ζ
−2
6 − (ζ−k6m)1+6q(1 + ζ−16 )
)
=
m−1∏
q=0
(
2ζ−16 − (ζ−k6m)1+6q(1 + ζ−16 )
)
,
so
P1P−1 =
m−1∏
q=0
(
7− 2 ((ζ−k6m)1+6q(ζ6 + 1) + (ζk6m)1+6q(ζ−16 + 1)))
=
m−1∏
q=0
(
7− 2
(
(ζ
(1+6q)k
6m ζ
−1
6 + ζ
−(1+6q)k
6m ζ6) + (ζ
(1+6q)k
6m + ζ
−(1+6q)k
6m )
))
=
m−1∏
q=0
(
7− 2
(
2 cos
(
2π(1 + 6q)k
6m
− 2π
6
)
+ 2 cos
(
2πk(6q + 1)
6m
)))
.
Now cos(θ − φ) + cos(θ) = 2 cos(φ/2) cos(φ/2− θ), so
P1P−1 =
m−1∏
q=0
(
7− 4
(
2 cos
(π
6
)
cos
(
2π
12
− 2πk(1 + 6q)
6m
)))
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=
m−1∏
q=0
(
7− 4
√
3 cos
(
2π(m− 2k(1 + 6q)
12m
))
=
m−1∏
q=0
(
7− 2
√
3(e
2pi
√−1
12m (m−2k(1+6q)) + e
−2pi√−1
12m (m−2k(1+6q)))
)
=
m−1∏
q=0
(
7− 2
√
3(ζm−2k−12qk12m + ζ
−(m−2k−12qk)
12m )
)
=
m−1∏
q=0
(
7− 2
√
3(ζm−2k12m ζ
−qk
m + ζ
−(m−2k)
12m ζ
qk
m )
)
=
m−1∏
q=0
(
7− 2
√
3(αζ−qkm + α
−1ζqkm )
)
where α = ζm−2k12m . Thus
P1P−1 =
m−1∏
q=0
((−ζ−qkm α−1) (2√3ζ2qkm − 7αζqkm + 2√3α2))
=
m−1∏
q=0
((−ζ−qkm α−1) (2ζqkm −√3α)(√3ζqkm − 2α))
=
m−1∏
q=0
(
ζ−qkm α
−1)m−1∏
q=0
(
2ζqkm −
√
3α
)m−1∏
q=0
(√
3ζqkm − 2α
)
= −α−m · Res(2xk −
√
3α, xm − 1) · Res(
√
3xk − 2α, xm − 1)
= −α−m
(
2m − (
√
3α)m
)(
(
√
3)m − (2α)m
)
by Proposition 4.3
= −α−m
(
(2
√
3)m − ((3α)m + (4α)m) + (2
√
3α2)m
)
= 3m + 4m − (2
√
3)m(αm + α−m)
= 3m + 4m − (2
√
3)m(ζ
m(m−2k)
12m + ζ
−m(m−2k)
12m )
= 3m + 4m − (2
√
3)m(ζ
(m−2k)
12 + ζ
−(m−2k)
12 )
= 3m + 4m − (2
√
3)m (2 cos((m− 2k)π/6)) .
(ii) We have |Res(fw(x), 1−x3m)| = |P0P2P4| = |P0P2P−2| and we have shown
|P0| = 3m − 2m and
P2 =
∏
λm=ζ2
6
−(1 + ζ26 )λk,
P−2 =
∏
λm=ζ−2
6
−(1 + ζ−26 )λk =
∏
λm=ζ2
6
−(1 + ζ−26 )λ−k.
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Thus
P2P−2 =
∏
λm=ζ2
6
(1 + ζ26 )(1 + ζ
−2
6 ) =
∏
λm=ζ2
6
(ζ6)(ζ
−1
6 ) = 1.
Theorem C now follows from Lemma 4.1, Theorem 4.2, and Theorem 4.4. The
converse to Lemma 2.3 can be obtained as a corollary to Theorem C; that
is, if Jn(m, k)
′ = 1 then m = 0 or m ≡ k mod nm or k ≡ 0 mod nm or
m ≡ 2k mod nm; this completes the proof of Theorem B(b).
The Mersenne Prime Conjecture asserts that there are infinitely many
primes of the form 2p − 1. It follows from Theorem C that if p ≥ 5 is a prime
such that 2p− 1 is prime then a4(2p, p mod 4) = (2p− 1)2. In Theorem 6.1 we
show that in fact
J4(2p, p mod 4)
′ ∼= Z2p−1 ⊕ Z2p−1.
Thus when 2p−1 is a Mersenne prime, the group J4(2p, pmod 4)′ is elementary
abelian and non-cyclic. In other cases a4(m, k) may be a Fermat prime.
In [28, page 418] it is remarked that, as with the Mersenne Prime Conjec-
ture, for coprime integers a, b, it seems likely that there are infinitely many
primes of the form (ap − bp)/(a − b). In particular, it is likely that there
are infinitely many primes of the form 4p − 3p. Examples are given at [39,
A059801,A129736]. It follows from Theorem C that if p ≥ 7 is prime such
that 4p − 3p is prime then a6(2p, p mod 6) = (4p − 3p)2. In Theorem 6.2 we
show that in fact J6(2p, p mod 6)
′ ∼= Z4p−3p ⊕ Z4p−3p . The number 4p + 3p
is prime if p = 1, 4, 16 (see [38, A081505]); we do not know if these are the
only cases. It follows from Theorem C that a6(8, 1) = (4
4 + 34)2 = 3372 and
a6(32, 1) = (4
16+316)2 = 43380140172. It will follow from Theorem 6.2 that in
fact J6(8, 1)
′ ∼= Z337⊕Z337 and J6(32, 1)′ ∼= Z4338014017⊕Z4338014017. Thus the
family of groups J6(m, k)
′ also contains elementary abelian, non-cyclic groups.
Just as numbers of the formMm = 2
m−1 are calledMersenne numbers and
prime Mersenne numbers are Mersenne primes, Gaussian integers of the form
gmm = (1 ± i)m − 1 are called Gaussian-Mersenne numbers, and irreducible
Gaussian-Mersenne numbers are called Gaussian-Mersenne primes. The norm
GMm of gmm is given by
GMm =
{
2m − 2(m+1)/2 + 1 if m ≡ ±1 mod 8
2m + 2(m+1)/2 + 1 if m ≡ ±3 mod 8
and we have that gmm is a Gaussian-Mersenne prime if and only if its norm
GMm is prime. It follows from Theorem C that a4(m, k) = GMm if and
only if (m, k) = 1 and m + k ≡ 2 mod 4, so each prime GMm arises as the
order of some J4(m, k)
′. Further background and a primality test for Gaussian-
Mersenne numbers in given in [7] and a list of known primes GMm is available
at [39, A182300].
As a corollary to Theorem C we note the orders of the abelianizations of
certain cyclically presented groups that have been considered in the literature.
The groups Gn(x0xmx
−1
k ) form a class of groups of Fibonacci type and they
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have been studied by various authors since their introduction in [35] – see [53]
for a recent survey. The groups Gn(x0xmx2m(xkxm+k)
−1) belong to the class
of generalized Fibonacci groups P (r, n, k, s, q), introduced in [42].
Corollary 4.5 Let (m, k) = 1. Then
(a) |G4m(x0xmx−1k )ab| = (2m − 1)
(
2m + 1− 2(√2)m cos((2k −m)π/4));
(b) |G6m(x0xmx2m(xkxm+k)−1)ab| =
(3m − 2m) (3m + 4m − 2(2√3)m cos((2k −m)π/6)).
Proof Let w = wn(m, k), v = vn(m). Then
|Gnm(w)ab| = |Res(fw(x), 1 − xnm)|
= |Res(fw(x), 1 + xnm/2)| · |Res(fw(x), 1 − xnm/2)|
and the result follows from Theorem 4.4.
5 Isomorphisms
We first prove Theorem 1.1 (from the introduction) which asserts that J4(m, k)
is isomorphic to Fm,k,m−k and gives a similar presentation for the groups
J6(m, k).
Proof of Theorem 1.1
J4(m, k) = 〈t, y | t4, ym−kt3ykt2〉
= 〈t, y, R, S | t4, ym−kt3ykt2, R = t2, S = y−1〉
= 〈t, R, S | R2, Sk−mtRS−kR,R = t2〉
= 〈t, R, S | R2, t = RSm−kRSk, R = t2〉
= 〈R,S | R2, R = RSm−kRSkRSm−kRSk〉
= 〈R,S | R2, RSmRSkRSm−k〉 = Fm,k,m−k.
J6(m, k) = 〈t, y | t6, ym−kt3ykt2〉
= 〈t, y, R, S | t6, ym−kt3ykt2, R = t3, S = y〉
= 〈t, R, S | R2, Sm−kRSkRt−1, R = t3〉
= 〈t, R, S | R2, t = Sm−kRSkR,R = t3〉
= 〈R,S | R2, R = Sm−kRSkRSm−kRSkRSm−kRSkR〉
= 〈R,S | R2, RSmRSkRSm−kRSkRSm−k〉.
We now turn our attention to proving Theorem D. We start with
Lemma 5.1 Let n = 4 or 6. Then Jn(m, k) ∼= Jn(m,m− k).
Proof Replacing generators y, t by their inverses then inverting and cyclically
permuting the second relator transforms the presentation of the group Jn(m, k)
into a presentation of Jn(m,m− k).
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Lemma 5.2 Let n = 4 or 6 and suppose (m, k) = 1. If k ≡ ǫ mod n where
ǫ = ±1 then Jn(m, k) ∼= Jn(m, ǫ).
Proof Recall from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that ynm = 1 holds in Jn(m, k). We
have that (k, n) = 1 and (m, k) = 1 so (k, nm) = 1. Therefore there exists k¯
such that kk¯ ≡ 1 mod nm. Then
Jn(m, k) = 〈y, t | tn, ynm, ym−kt3ykt2〉
= 〈y, t, u | tn, ynm, ym−kt3ykt2, u = yǫk〉.
Now y = y1 = ykk¯ = uǫk¯ so
Jn(m, k) = 〈y, t, u | tn, ynm, ym−kt3ykt2, u = yǫk, y = uǫk¯〉
= 〈t, u | tn, uǫnmk¯, uǫmk¯−ǫkk¯t3uǫkk¯t2, u = uk¯k〉
= 〈t, u | tn, unmk¯, uǫmk¯−ǫkk¯t3uǫkk¯t2, uk¯k−1〉.
Now kk¯ ≡ 1 mod nm so kk¯ − 1 = nmα for some α where (α, k¯) = 1. So
Jn(m, k) = 〈t, u | tn, unmk¯, uǫmk¯−ǫkk¯t3uǫkk¯t2, unmα〉
= 〈t, u | tn, unm(k¯,α), uǫmk¯−ǫkk¯t3uǫkk¯t2〉
= 〈t, u | tn, unm, uǫmk¯−ǫt3uǫt2〉.
Now k ≡ ǫ mod n implies that kk¯ ≡ ǫk¯ mod n so ǫk¯ ≡ 1 mod n so mǫk¯ ≡
m mod n. Therefore
Jn(m, k) = 〈t, u | tn, unm, um−ǫt3uǫt2〉
= Jn(m, ǫ).
Lemma 5.3 If (m, 6) = 1, (m, k) = 1 and k ≡ 3 mod 6 then J6(m, k) ∼=
J6(m, 3).
Proof Note that k/3 is odd. If k/3 ≡ 1 mod 6 then let k¯ = k+6m. This gives
J6(m, k) ∼= J6(m, k¯) and k¯/3 6≡ 1 mod 6. Thus we may assume k/3 6≡ 1 mod 6
so k/3 ≡ 3 or 5 mod 6. Let ǫ = ±1 be defined by
ǫ =
{
−m mod 6 if k/3 ≡ 3 mod 6,
m mod 6 if k/3 ≡ 5 mod 6,
and set p = 2mǫ + k/3. Then it follows that p ≡ 1 mod 6, mp ≡ m mod 6m
and
3p ≡ k mod 6m (16)
whence
(m− 3)p ≡ m− k mod 6m. (17)
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Further, p ≡ k/3 mod m so (p,m) = (k/3,m) = 1 and hence (p, 6m) = 1.
Now
J6(m, k) = 〈y, t | t6, y6m, ym−kt3ykt2〉
= 〈y, t, u | t6, y6m, ym−kt3ykt2, u = yp〉.
Then yk = u3 by (16) and ym−k = um−3 by (17) so
J6(m, k) = 〈y, t, u | t6, y6m, um−3t3u3t2, u = yp〉.
Now (p, 6m) = 1 implies that there exists α, β ∈ Z with (α, β) = 1 such that
6mα+ pβ = 1 so βp ≡ 1 mod 6m, so y = uβ and hence
J6(m, k) = 〈y, t, u | t6, y6m, um−3t3u3t2, u = yp, y = uβ〉
= 〈t, u | t6, u6mβ, um−3t3u3t2, u = upβ〉
= 〈t, u | t6, u6mβ, um−3t3u3t2, upβ−1〉
= 〈t, u | t6, u6mβ, um−3t3u3t2, u6mα〉
= 〈t, u | t6, u6m(α,β), um−3t3u3t2〉
= 〈t, u | t6, u6m, um−3t3u3t2〉
= J6(m, 3).
Proof of Theorem D. If the groups Jn(m1, k1) and Jn(m2, k2) are isomorphic,
then so are their abelianizations, ie Znm1
∼= Znm2 , so m1 = m2 = m (say).
Further we have that |(Jn(m, k1)′)ab| = |(Jn(m, k2)′)ab| so by Theorem C we
have
cos((2k1 −m)π/n) = cos((2k2 −m)π/n)
so (2k1 −m) ≡ ±(2k2 − m) mod 2n. That is, k1 ≡ k2 mod n or k1 + k2 ≡
m mod n.
Suppose then that m1 = m2 = m (say) and that either k1 ≡ k2 mod n
or k1 + k2 ≡ m mod n. Replacing k1 by m − k1 (which we may do since by
Lemma 5.1 we have Jn(m, k1) ∼= Jn(m,m−k1)) the second condition becomes
the first condition so without loss of generality we may assume k1 ≡ k2 mod n.
Let k′1 = m − k1, k′2 = m − k2. Then k′1 ≡ k′2 mod n and by Lemma 5.1
we have Jn(m, k1) ∼= Jn(m, k′1) and Jn(m, k2) ∼= Jn(m, k′2). If k1 ≡ ǫ mod n
(ǫ = ±1) then Lemma 5.2 implies that Jn(m, k1) ∼= Jn(m, ǫ) and Jn(m, k2) ∼=
Jn(m, ǫ) so Jn(m, k1) ∼= Jn(m, k2). Similarly, if k′1 ≡ ǫ mod n then Jn(m, k′1) ∼=
Jn(m, k
′
2) so Jn(m, k1)
∼= Jn(m, k2). Thus we may assume that k1, k′1 6≡
±1 mod n. The fact that (m, k1) = 1 implies that either k1 or k′1 is odd.
Since k1, k
′
1 6≡ ±1 mod n it follows that n = 6 and either k1 ≡ 3 mod 6
or k′1 ≡ 3 mod 6 which in turn implies that (m, 6) = 1. By Lemma 5.3 we
have that J6(m, k1) ∼= J6(m, 3). It also gives that either k2 ≡ 3 mod 6 or
k′2 ≡ 3 mod 6 and so J6(m, k2) ∼= J6(m, 3), so J6(m, k1) ∼= J6(m, k2), as
required.
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Theorem D implies that if (m, k) = 1 then J4(m, k) is isomorphic to
either J4(m, 1) or J4(m,−1). Further, J4(m, 1) ∼= J4(m,−1) if and only if
m ≡ 0 mod 4. Likewise, if (m, k) = 1 then J6(m, k) is isomorphic to one of
J6(m, 1), J6(m,−1) or J6(m, 3). If m is odd these groups are pairwise non-
isomorphic. If m ≡ 0 mod 6 we have J6(m, 1) ∼= J6(m,−1) and (m, 3) = 3 so
only one isomorphism type of finite group occurs. When m ≡ 2 mod 6 we have
J6(m, 1) 6∼= J6(m,−1) ∼= J6(m, 3) and whenm ≡ 4 mod 6 we have J6(m,−1) 6∼=
J6(m, 1) ∼= J6(m, 3) so only two isomorphism types of finite groups occur.
6 Non-metacyclic groups Jn(m,k)
In Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 it was shown that, for n = 4 or 6, if (m, k) = 1 and
m−2k 6≡ 0 mod n then Jn(m, k)′ is cyclic. We now show that if (m, k) = 1 and
m− 2k ≡ 0 mod n then Jn(m, k)′ is the direct product of two cyclic groups of
equal order and hence Jn(m, k) is not metacyclic, thus completing the proof
of Theorem B(c).
Theorem 6.1 Suppose (m, k) = 1 and m− 2k ≡ 0 mod 4. Then
J4(m, k)
′ ∼=
{
Z2m/2−1 ⊕ Z2m/2−1 if m− 2k ≡ 0 mod 8,
Z2m/2+1 ⊕ Z2m/2+1 if m− 2k ≡ 4 mod 8.
Proof By Theorem C the order |J4(m, k)′| = (2m/2 + ǫ)2 where ǫ = −1 if
m − 2k ≡ 0 mod 8 and ǫ = 1 if m − 2k ≡ 4 mod 8. By Theorem 3.6 we
have that J4(m, k)
′ is abelian and is generated by x0 and xm. We show that
x2
m/2+ǫ
i = 1 for any 0 ≤ i < 4m, so in particular x2
m/2+ǫ
0 = 1 and x
2m/2+ǫ
m =
1, as this implies that J4(m, k)
′ ∼= Z2m/2+ǫ ⊕ Z2m/2+ǫ. Note that the order
of J4(m, k)
′ implies that x(2
m/2+ǫ)2
i = 1. By Theorem 3.6 we have that the
relation xi = x
2
i+2k−m holds in J4(m, k)
′.
Suppose that m − 2k ≡ 0 mod 8 and let k′ = m/2 − 4. Now m − 2k ≡
0 mod 8 implies that k ≡ m/2 mod 4 so k + k′ ≡ m mod 4 and hence
J4(m, k) ∼= J4(m, k′) by Theorem D. The relation xi = x2i+2k′−m is simply
xi = x
2
i−8 so
xi = x
2
i−8 = x
22
i−16 = . . . = x
2m/2
i−8m/2 = x
2m/2
i
and thus x2
m/2−1
i = 1.
Suppose then that m− 2k ≡ 4 mod 8 and let k′ = m/2− 2. Now m− 2k ≡
4 mod 8 implies that k ≡ 2 + m/2 mod 4 so k + k′ ≡ m mod 4 and hence
J4(m, k) ∼= J4(m, k′) by Theorem D. The relation xi = x2i+2k′−m is simply
xi = x
2
i−4 so
xi = x
2
i−4 = x
22
i−8 = . . . = x
2m
i−4m = x
2m
i
and thus x2
m−1
i = 1. But we also have x
(2m/2+1)2
i = 1 and(
(2m/2 + 1)2, 2m − 1
)
= (2m/2 + 1)
(
2m/2 + 1, 2m/2 − 1
)
= 2m/2 + 1
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so x2
m/2+1
i = 1.
Theorem 6.2 Suppose (m, k) = 1 and m− 2k ≡ 0 mod 6.Then
J6(m, k)
′ ∼=
{
Z4m/2−3m/2 ⊕ Z4m/2−3m/2 if m− 2k ≡ 0 mod 12,
Z4m/2+3m/2 ⊕ Z4m/2+3m/2 if m− 2k ≡ 6 mod 12.
Proof By Theorem C the order |J6(m, k)′| = (4m/2 + ǫ3m/2)2 where ǫ = −1
if m − 2k ≡ 0 mod 12 and ǫ = 1 if m − 2k ≡ 6 mod 12. By Theorem 3.7 we
have that J6(m, k)
′ is abelian and is generated by x0 and xm. We show that
x4
m/2+ǫ3m/2
i = 1 for any 0 ≤ i < 6m, so in particular x4
m/2+ǫ3m/2
0 = 1 and
x4
m/2+ǫ3m/2
m = 1, as this implies that J6(m, k)
′ ∼= Z4m/2+ǫ3m/2 ⊕ Z4m/2+ǫ3m/2 .
Note that the order of J6(m, k)
′ implies that x(4
m/2+ǫ3m/2)2
i = 1. By Theo-
rem 3.7 we have that the relation x3i = x
4
i+m−2k holds in J6(m, k)
′.
Suppose that m − 2k ≡ 0 mod 12 and let k′ = m/2 − 6. Now m − 2k ≡
0 mod 12 implies that k ≡ m/2 mod 6 so k + k′ ≡ m mod 6 and hence
J6(m, k) ∼= J6(m, k′) by Theorem D. The relation x3i = x4i+m−2k′ is simply
x3i = x
4
i+12 so
x3
m/2
i = x
3m/2−1·4
i+12 = x
3m/2−2·42
i+24 = . . . = x
4m/2
i+12m/2 = x
4m/2
i
and thus x4
m/2−3m/2
i = 1.
Suppose then that m−2k ≡ 6 mod 12 and let k′ = m/2−3. Now m−2k ≡
6 mod 12 implies that k ≡ 3 +m/2 mod 6 so k + k′ ≡ m mod 6 and hence
J6(m, k) ∼= J6(m, k′) by Theorem D. The relation x3i = x4i+m−2k′ is simply
x3i = x
4
i+6 so
x3
m
i = x
3m−1·4
i+6 = x
3m−2·42
i+12 = . . . = x
4m
i+6m = x
4m
i
and thus x4
m−3m
i = 1. But we also have x
(4m/2+3m/2)2
i = 1 and(
(4m/2 + 3m/2)2, 4m − 3m
)
= (4m/2 + 3m/2)
(
4m/2 + 3m/2, 4m/2 − 3m/2
)
= 4m/2 + 3m/2
so x4
m/2+3m/2
i = 1.
7 Applications to generalized Fibonacci groups
The generalized Fibonacci groups
F (r, n, l, s) = Gn((x0x1 . . . xr−1)(x(l−1)+rx(l−1)+r+1 . . . x(l−1)+r+s−1)−1)
were introduced in [16] as a generalization of the groupsH(r, n, s) = F (r, n, 1, s)
of [13], and of the groups F (r, n, l) = F (r, n, l, 1) of [14], which in turn general-
ize the Fibonacci groups F (r, n) of [36]. In Corollary E we use Theorems B,C,D
to obtain infinite families of finite metacyclic generalized Fibonacci groups.
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Corollary E Let n = 4 or 6, m ≥ 1 and suppose m ≡ ±1 mod n. Then
Jn(m, k) has a unique normal subgroup N of index n. Moreover, N is meta-
cyclic and
(a) if n = 4 or 6 and Jn(m, k) ∼= Jn(m,−1) then N ∼= F (m+ 1, n, n/2);
(b) if n = 4 and Jn(m, k) ∼= Jn(m, 1) then
N ∼=
{
F (m+ 3, 4, 3, 3) if m ≡ 1 mod 4,
H(m+ 2, 4, 2) if m ≡ −1 mod 4;
(c) if n = 6 and Jn(m, k) ∼= Jn(m, 1) then
N ∼=
{
F (m+ 5, 6, 4, 5) if m ≡ 1 mod 6,
F (m+ 2, 6, 2, 2) if m ≡ −1 mod 6;
(d) if n = 6 and Jn(m, k) ∼= Jn(m, 3) then N ∼= H(m+ 3, 6, 3).
The order of N can be found from Theorem C.
Proof Let ǫ = ±1 so m ≡ ǫ mod n. Let N be a normal subgroup of index n
in J = Jn(m, k). The fact that m ≡ ǫ mod n implies that ymN = yǫN . Next,
we claim that Q = J/N is cyclic. Consider the element tN ∈ Q. If t ∈ N ,
then Q = 〈yN〉 is cyclic. If t2 ∈ N , then ymt3 ∈ N so y−ǫN = t3N and
so Q = 〈t3N〉 is cyclic. If t3 ∈ N , then ymt2 ∈ N so y−ǫN = t2N and so
Q = 〈t2N〉 is cyclic. If none of t, t2, or t3 is in N , then the element tN has
order n in Q = J/N , which is therefore cyclic in all cases. Now the fact that
Q = J/N is abelian implies that ymt5 ∈ N so y−ǫN = t±1N depending on
whether n = 4 or 6. Thus Q = J/N is cyclic of order n, generated by tN ,
and the element yN is completely determined by ǫ ≡ m mod n. Since the
quotient homomorphism J → J/N is completely determined, so is its kernel
N . By Theorem B the group J is metacyclic, and hence so is N .
Setting E = E(r, n, l, s) = F (r, n, l, s)⋊θ Zn, where θ(xi) = xi+1 we have
that F (r, n, k, l) is a normal subgroup of index n in E(r, n, l, s) and
E(r, n, l, s) = 〈y, t | tn, yrts+(l−1)y−st−r−(l−1)〉.
For certain choices of the parameters E(r, n, l, s) is isomorphic to a group
J = Jn(m, k), and so F (r, n, l, s) is the unique normal subgroup of J . In
part (a) we have that E(m + 1, n, n/2, 1) ∼= Jn(m,−1); in part (b), if m ≡
1 mod 4 then E(m + 3, 4, 3, 3) ∼= J4(m,−3) ∼= J4(m, 1), by Theorem D and
if m ≡ −1 mod 4 then E(m + 2, 4, 1, 2) ∼= J4(m,−2) ∼= J4(m, 1); in part (c),
if m ≡ 1 mod 6 then E(m + 5, 6, 4, 5) ∼= J6(m,−5) ∼= J6(m, 1), and if m ≡
−1 mod 4 then E(m+ 2, 6, 2, 2) ∼= J6(m,−2) ∼= J6(m, 1); in part (d) we have
that E(m+ 3, 6, 1, 3) ∼= J6(m,−3) ∼= J6(m, 3).
For odd r, the groups H(r, 4, 2) were shown to be finite metacyclic groups
in [10] where the orders are also given, thus when m ≡ −1 mod 4 the groups
in part (b) were already known to be finite. Similarly, in the case n = 4,
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m ≡ 1 mod 4 the groups of part (a) are the groups F (4α+2, 4, 2) (α ≥ 4) and
these are isomorphic to the groups F (4α+2, 4) which were shown to be finite
metabelian groups in [43]. Moreover, it was shown in [48] that F (4α+ 2, 4) ∼=
H(4α + 3, 4, 2) and so F (4α + 2, 4) is a finite metacyclic group. The group
F (4, 4, 2) (which occurs in part (a)) was observed in [12] to have order 39.
The group F (6, 6, 3) (which occurs in part (a)) was identified in [17] as being
finite of order 10655. All other finite groups in Corollary E appear to be new
observations.
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